
What if changing one thing 

could change everything?

Structured Water neutralizes 

the effect of anything that is 
harmful to our bodies while 
enhancing the life giving 
properties of increased 
hydration, oxygenation, 
nutrient absorption and 
energy. 

We have combined the 
best  technologies for water 
purification and structuring 
to elevate normal tap 
water into an extraodinary 
wellness product. 

• Infinitely reusable break resistant 
borosilicate glass bottles.

• Small economical footprint with 
next to no maintenance.

• Replaces water pickup and 
delivery services while reducing 
storage space and costs.

• 

 For more info:  Visit www.StructuredWaterAndAir.com or call Victoria White at (520) 325-3400 (Tucson, AZ).

CHOOSING TO BE

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONCIOUS

IS NOW EASIER THAN EVER

STRUCTURED WATER

ANYWHERE YOU ARE

DRINK WATER THE WAY IT WAS INTENDED TO BE.



THE BERKEY WATER FILTER 

SYSTEM IS REVOLUTIONARY

 Through diligent testing and research, we have 

proven that Berkey water filters remove viruses to 
purification standards, pathogenic bacteria, cysts and 
parasites to non-detectable levels, and harmful or 
unwanted chemicals to below detectable levels. Until 
these test results were made public, words like non-
detectable were seldom if ever used to describe the 
abilities of a water filter to remove harmful pollutants. 
The filters in the Berkey system not only took the 
industry by storm with these unheard of benefits but 
also added the ability to reduce toxic heavy metals 
such as lead and mercury without removing the 
beneficial and nutritional minerals needed to support 
a healthy body and mind. 

NATURAL ACTION
   STRUCTURING MAKES WATER 

EXTRAORDINARY
 

 The next critical step after water filtration is to 
structure it.  Structuring water neutralizes the effect of 
anything that is harmful to our bodies while enhancing 
the life giving properties by increasing hydration, 
oxygenation, nutrient absorption and energy. 
 The natural action of water tumbling over rocks, down 
waterfalls, flowing through twists and turns as it actively 
descends a mountain actually structures water. Water 
molecules are free to move and “dance with nature” 
in an energetically alive, fresh and vibrant manner. 
Through this process, the molecular structure of water 
is changed to reflect less surface tension, neutralize 
toxins, clear memory and balance on a particle level.

Completing the Wellness Water Equation

 For more info:  

www.StructuredWaterAndAir.com 

or call Victoria White at 

(520) 325-3400 (Tucson, AZ).


